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      Issue 
Has Hart failed to establish that the district court abused its discretion, either by imposing 
consecutive unified sentences of life, with 10 years fixed, upon his guilty pleas to lewd conduct 
with a minor under the age of 16 and second degree murder, or by denying his Rule 35 motions 
for reduction of his sentences? 
 
 
Hart Has Failed To Establish That The District Court Abused Its Sentencing Discretion 
 
 Forty-six-year-old Hart had sexual intercourse with his live-in girlfriend’s autistic 
daughter, A.B., repeatedly over a period of at least two years, beginning when A.B. was 13 years 
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old.  (44709 R., pp.16, 19, 22; PSI, pp.43, 45.1)  When the sexual abuse came to the attention of 
the authorities, Hart “denied having sex with [A.B.],” told A.B. to “‘keep her mouth shut,’” and 
created a Facebook account in A.B.’s name, on which he fabricated a post from A.B. claiming 
that she had been sexually active since she was 11 years old and that it was an earlier boyfriend 
of her mother’s that “started” her “sexual exsperiances [sic].”  (44709 R., pp.21-22, 24, 26; 
11/21/16 Tr., p.31, Ls.2-4.)  The state charged Hart with lewd conduct with a minor under the 
age of 16 and rape, with a persistent violator enhancement, in case number 44709.  (44709 R., 
pp.67-69.)   
 While case number 44079 was pending, Hart became angry with his stepfather, Michael 
Rocha (“Mike”), and told his friend, Beverly, that he (Hart) “was going to find [Mike], who he 
referred to as an ‘Ass-hole’ and ‘straighten him out.’”  (PSI, pp.82-83.)  Hart subsequently 
located Mike and drove him to Duke Huckabee’s residence, where they encountered Duke, Alvin 
Hoglan, and Ian Mohar.  (PSI, pp.89-91.)  After Mike entered Duke’s residence, Hart retrieved 
his 50 caliber “black powder muzzle loader” rifle from his truck, “told [Alvin] something to the 
effect of ‘this is going to be messy,’” and went inside the residence.  (11/21/16 Tr., p.42, Ls.15-
20; PSI, pp.89, 91-92.)  Hart approached his stepfather, pointed the rifle at his head, and then 
“began pushing [Mike] with it, telling him to sit down on a couch inside the residence.”  (PSI, 
pp.89-90.)  Ian “tried to calm Hart but Hart told him that if he didn’t shut up, he could go sit with 
[Mike].”  (PSI, p.90.)  Hart “continued to point the rifle at [Mike] while [Mike] was seated on the 
couch” and told Mike “‘I’m gonna make you eat this gun,’” then fired the rifle in Mike’s 
direction, hitting the wall directly above the couch.  (PSI, pp.88-89, 92.)   
                                            




Mike exited the residence and called the Boundary County Sheriff’s Office, informing 
dispatch that he was at Duke Huckabee’s residence and stating, “I’m calling you  uh … because 
my … well, stepson … is gonna kill me … with a fifty caliber … rifle.”  (PSI, pp.20, 89 (ellipses 
original).)  Hart reloaded his rifle and then followed Mike outside.  (PSI, pp.89-90.)  Upon 
discovering that Mike had called the Sheriff’s Office, Hart became more enraged, grabbed 
Mike’s phone, returned to the residence with Mike, and “took the phones from everyone and 
threw them into the fireplace.”  (PSI, pp.89-90, 93.)  Hart “continued yelling” at his stepfather, 
again pointed the rifle at him, “kicked” him, “physically pushed [Mike] toward the front door 
while holding the rifle,” “pushed [Mike] out the front door with the barrel of the gun,” and, once 
outside, shot Mike “‘almost point blank,’” leaving “a hole the size of a ‘pop can’ in [Mike’s] 
chest.”  (PSI, pp.89-91.)   
Hart “immediately came back into the residence, still holding the rifle,” announced that 
Mike “was dead,” and “said something to the effect of ‘let’s get rid of him’”; however, the others 
refused and “left the property.”  (PSI, pp.89-90.)  Hart subsequently dragged Mike’s body 
“through the residence to the back yard” and, over the next three hours, he “cleaned up all the 
blood inside of the residence,” “stacked material including trash, wood and tires on [Mike] in the 
back yard,” poured gasoline on “the pile” and lit it on fire, “had four or five beers and a couple of 
hits off a ‘crack pipe,’” and “also burned [Mike’s] belongings, consisting of approximately three 
backpacks and a trash bag, in the fire pit.”  (PSI, pp.91-92.)   
The following morning, Hart sent a text message to Beverly, stating, “after [I] left your 
house last nite [I] gone to scare the hell out of a ass hole.  [I]t whent to far.  [I’]m fucked….”  
(PSI, pp.6, 24, 82-83 (spelling and grammar original).)  Hart also told Beverly (during a phone 
call) that he “had to take care of an ‘[a]ss hole’ and that he ‘[f]ucked [u]p,’” that he had “cleaned 
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up the mess and started a ‘[h]uge fire to get rid of evidence,’” and asked her if she would 
“‘[t]estify on his behalf of how big an ass-hole Mike (Rocha) was.’”  (PSI, p.83 (parenthetical 
notation original).)  The next day, Hart continued his efforts to conceal his crime by giving his 
rifle to his stepmother, Sheryl, to “‘[g]et rid of.’”  (PSI, pp.86-87, 92-93.)   
Approximately two weeks into their investigation of Mike’s disappearance, officers 
served a search warrant on Duke Huckabee’s residence and located “a fresh burn pile in the back 
yard lawn,” from which they recovered pieces of fabric material and/or clothing, “what appeared 
to be a bullet,” bone fragments, and “burnt bones along with glasses frames and other items.”  
(PSI, pp.7, 86, 88.)  When officers located and searched Hart’s vehicle, they discovered “a 
hatchet with an amount of blood and hair on it, as well as a small drop of blood on what 
appeared to be a kitchen knife,” which tested presumptive positive as human blood.  (PSI, p.86.)  
A warrant was issued for Hart’s arrest; however, he avoided law enforcement until his 
stepmother went to the police department and reported that Hart “had come to her residence, and 
was planning on hiding out there until he could slip out of town at night.”  (PSI, pp.94-95.)  
Sheryl gave officers consent to make entry into her residence to arrest Hart, who “refused to exit 
the home” and had to be detained at gunpoint.  (PSI, p.94.)   
    While incarcerated in the county jail, Hart admitted that he had shot and killed his 
stepfather, but claimed it was an accident, despite demonstrating that he was “experienced and 
knowledgeable” with the rifle, “explaining how the gun operates, the safety mechanisms, how it 
is loaded and how it fires,” and reporting that he “had used the rifle quite a bit for target 
shooting” and “had never experienced a misfire or accidental discharge with the gun until the 
two times at Huckabee’s residence.”  (PSI, pp.91-92.)  Hart told officers that the first shot he 
fired (that hit the wall behind Mike’s head) “must have” been due to “some malfunction” with 
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the black powder rifle that occurred while the hammer was back and the safety was off.  (PSI, 
p.92.)  Hart went on to state that “his theory for how the gun fired the second time was that the 
sleeve of his clothing snagged on the hammer of the gun, pulled it back slightly and then allowed 
it to fall forward, causing the gun to discharge.”  (PSI, p.92.)  The state charged Hart with second 
degree murder in case number 44712.  (44712 R., pp.92-93.)   
 Pursuant to a plea agreement in case number 44709, Hart pled guilty to lewd conduct 
with a minor under the age of 16 and the state dismissed the rape charge and the persistent 
violator enhancement.  (44709 R., pp.81-83.)  In case number 44712, Hart pled guilty to second 
degree murder and the state agreed to not file additional charges, a weapon enhancement, or a 
persistent violator enhancement.  (44712 R., pp.94-96, 108.)  The district court imposed 
consecutive unified sentences of life, with 10 years fixed.  (44709 R., pp.104-07; 44712 R., 
pp.138-41.)  Hart filed notices of appeal timely from the judgments of conviction.  (44709 R., 
pp.108-11; 44712 R., pp.142-44.)  He also filed timely Rule 35 motions for reduction of his 
sentences, which the district court denied.  (44709 R., pp.117-18; Boundary County No. CR-
2016-122 Rule 35 Motion; Kootenai County No. CR-2015-19290 Order Denying Defendant’s 
Rule 35 Motion; Boundary County No. CR-2016-122 Order Denying Defendant’s Rule 35 
Motion (Augmentations).)   
Hart asserts his sentences are excessive in light of his substance abuse, mental health 
issues, abusive childhood, willingness to participate in treatment, and purported remorse and 
acceptance of responsibility.  (Appellant’s brief, pp.5-11.)  The record supports the sentences 
imposed.   
When evaluating whether a sentence is excessive, the court considers the entire length of 
the sentence under an abuse of discretion standard.  State v. McIntosh, 160 Idaho 1, 8, 368 P.3d 
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621, 628 (2016); State v. Stevens, 146 Idaho 139, 148, 191 P.3d 217, 226 (2008).  It is presumed 
that the fixed portion of the sentence will be the defendant's probable term of confinement.  State 
v. Oliver, 144 Idaho 722, 726, 170 P.3d 687, 391 (2007).  Where a sentence is within statutory 
limits, the appellant bears the burden of demonstrating that it is a clear abuse of discretion.  
McIntosh, 160 Idaho at 8, 368 P.3d at 628 (citations omitted).  To carry this burden the appellant 
must show the sentence is excessive under any reasonable view of the facts.  Id.  A sentence is 
reasonable if it appears necessary to accomplish the primary objective of protecting society and 
to achieve any or all of the related goals of deterrence, rehabilitation, or retribution.  Id.  The 
district court has the discretion to weigh those objectives and give them differing weights when 
deciding upon the sentence.  Id. at 9, 368 P.3d at 629; State v. Moore, 131 Idaho 814, 825, 965 
P.2d 174, 185 (1998) (court did not abuse its discretion in concluding that the objectives of 
punishment, deterrence and protection of society outweighed the need for rehabilitation).  “In 
deference to the trial judge, this Court will not substitute its view of a reasonable sentence where 
reasonable minds might differ.”  McIntosh, 160 Idaho at 8, 368 P.3d at 628 (quoting Stevens, 
146 Idaho at 148-49, 191 P.3d at 226-27).  Furthermore, “[a] sentence fixed within the limits 
prescribed by the statute will ordinarily not be considered an abuse of discretion by the trial 
court.”  Id. (quoting State v. Nice, 103 Idaho 89, 90, 645 P.2d 323, 324 (1982)).    
The maximum prison sentence for lewd conduct with a minor under the age of 16 is life 
in prison, and the penalty for second degree murder is not less than 10 years, up to life in prison. 
I.C. §§ 18-1508, -4004.  The district court imposed consecutive unified sentences of life, with 10 
years fixed, both of which fall within the statutory guidelines.  (44709 R., pp.104-07; 44712 R., 
pp.138-41.)  Furthermore, Hart’s sentences are appropriate in light of the egregiousness of the 
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offenses, his ongoing criminal behavior, his attempts to avoid accountability for his crimes, his 
failure to rehabilitate or be deterred, and the danger he presents to the community.   
Hart has an extensive criminal history that dates back to 1987 and includes at least seven 
prior felony convictions and numerous misdemeanor convictions.  (PSI, pp.39-43.)  He also has a 
lengthy history of engaging in criminal behavior for which no charges appear to have been filed.  
Since becoming a felon, he has been found in possession of a firearm on several occasions, and 
he possessed the rifle he used to murder his stepfather for at least 11 months, during which time 
he went target shooting “quite a bit.”  (PSI, pp.41-42, 92.)  He reported that he has a 44-year 
history of abusing illegal substances, including marijuana, methamphetamine “crack cocaine,” 
and hallucinogenic mushrooms.  (PSI, pp.48-49.)  Hart also admitted that he “has physically 
abused people” and “has been involved with the Department of Health and Welfare in Oregon 
for either abuse and or [sic] neglect of his children.”  (PSI, pp.44, 46.)  Most grievously, 
approximately eight months after was he arrested for the instant offense, Hart confessed that he 
murdered his infant daughter in November 2000.  (PSI, pp.94, 115, 119.)  Hart stated that he 
“force fed milk into her mouth” until she “quit breathing,” after which he “placed [her] into her 
crib and went to bed pretending that she was alright.”  (PSI, p.115.)  Hart “went on to say that 
when he awoke about three hours later, he made sure the other children in the house had gone to 
school,” then “pulled [his daughter] from the crib, placed her on the floor and started screaming 
that she was not breathing and started CPR again.”  (PSI, p.115.)  The child “was taken to the 
hospital where she was pronounced dead and eventually ruled a SIDS death,” as Hart was not 
truthful about what he had done.  (PSI, pp.115, 123, 126.)   
Hart presents a great danger to the community due to his incessant criminal behavior, 
particularly in light of the fact that he has now murdered two human beings and attempted to 
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avoid culpability in each instance.  The presentence investigator determined that Hart presents a 
high risk to reoffend and stated, “Due to the Defendant’s criminal history and the instant offense, 
it would appear the Defendant would benefit from prison.”  (PSI, p.53.)  The evaluator who 
conducted the Idaho Standard Mental Health Assessment likewise concluded that Hart “should 
be considered moderate to high risk of danger to the public at large.”  (PSI, p.71.)   
At sentencing, the state addressed the heinous nature of the offenses, Hart’s extensive 
criminal history and the fact that he previously murdered a child, his attempts to avoid 
responsibility for his criminal behavior, his failure to rehabilitate or be deterred, and the danger 
he poses to society.  (11/21/16 Tr., p.8, L.20 – p.15, L.18; p.26, L.1 – p.34, L.18 (Appendix A).)  
The district court subsequently articulated its reasons for imposing Hart’s sentences.  (11/21/16 
Tr., p.41, L.8 – p.44, L.24 (Appendix B).)  The state submits that Hart has failed to establish an 
abuse of discretion, for reasons more fully set forth in the attached excerpts of the sentencing 
hearing transcript, which the state adopts as its argument on appeal.  (Appendices A and B.)  
Hart next asserts that the district court abused its discretion by denying his Rule 35 
motions for reduction of sentence, in light of his mental health issues and continuing treatment 
for those issues, his housing placements while in the custody of the Idaho Department of 
Correction, his participation in classes at the prison, and because he “had not been violent to 
other inmates” and he may be placed in sex offender treatment sooner if his sentences were 
reduced.  (Appellant’s brief, pp.11-13.)  If a sentence is within applicable statutory limits, a 
motion for reduction of sentence under Rule 35 is a plea for leniency, and this court reviews the 
denial of the motion for an abuse of discretion.  State v. Huffman, 144 Idaho, 201, 203, 159 P.3d 
838, 840 (2007).  To prevail on appeal, Hart must “show that the sentence is excessive in light of 
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new or additional information subsequently provided to the district court in support of the Rule 
35 motion.”  Id.  Hart has failed to satisfy his burden.   
Hart provided no new information in support of his Rule 35 motions.  (4/20/17 Tr., p.25, 
Ls.17-18.)  Information with respect to Hart’s varying mental health diagnoses, treatment for 
depression and PTSD, and desire to continue to participate in treatment and programming was 
before the district court at the time of sentencing, and it is not “new” information that prisoners 
are most often placed in sex offender treatment nearer to their date of parole eligibility.  (PSI, 
pp.47-50, 56, 60-61, 65-67, 71, 174-77, 181-82; 11/21/16 Tr., p.19, Ls.1-3; p.20, Ls.3-22; p.21, 
Ls.8-10; p.25, Ls.1-9; p.37, L.12 – p.38, L.9; p.39, Ls.18-22.)  Hart’s housing placement while 
incarcerated is likewise not “new” information that supports a reduction of sentence, as the 
placement of inmates lies within the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.   
With respect to Hart’s statement that he “had not been violent with other inmates,” 
acceptable behavior is no less than what is expected of inmates committed to the Department of 
Correction.  Moreover, in State v. Cobler, 148 Idaho 769, 773, 229 P.3d 374, 378 (2010), the 
Idaho Supreme Court held that where, as here, a defendant presented no other new information 
in support of his Rule 35 motion, the district court did not abuse its discretion in giving little or 
no weight to the defendant’s good behavior while in prison (a trial court's denial of defendant's 
motion for reduction of sentence was not an abuse of discretion; defendant's prison behavior did 
not provide valid grounds for a reduction in sentence).  That Hart has not been violent and is 
following through with his stated desire to participate in treatment and programs while 
incarcerated does not outweigh the egregiousness of the offenses, the danger he poses to the 
community, and his failure to be deterred from ongoing criminal behavior.  Furthermore, “When 
a court reasonably determines that other sentencing objectives outweigh the goal of 
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rehabilitation, the court does not abuse its discretion in denying a motion for leniency under Rule 
35.”  State v. Moore, 131 Idaho 814, 825, 965 P.2d 174, 185 (1998).  In denying Hart’s Rule 35 
motions, the court adhered to its belief that the objectives of protection of society and retribution 
were the overriding factors in this case.  (4/20/17 Tr., p.25, L.16 – p.26, L.25.)  Hart’s behavior 
in the instant offenses caused irreparable harm, and he clearly presents a grave risk to society as 
demonstrated by his ongoing criminal behavior and callous disregard for human life.  The state 
submits that by failing to establish his sentences were excessive as imposed, Hart has also failed 
to establish that the district court abused its discretion by denying his Rule 35 motions. 
 
Conclusion 
 The state respectfully requests this Court to affirm Hart’s convictions and sentences and 
the district court’s orders denying Hart’s Rule 35 motions for reduction of sentence. 
       




      __/s/_Lori A. Fleming__________ 
      LORI A. FLEMING 
      Deputy Attorney General 
 
 
      VICTORIA RUTLEDGE 
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1 recommendation to the Court in this murder case here
2 we obviously have been in contact with Mr. Waldrup
3 not initially but before that initial interview he
4 filed a motion with regard to whether or not that
5 could or should or should not be used.
6 And ultimately Denver Hart testified in the
7 case last week against Shane Kraly. And as I
8 mentioned to the Court and during the questioning
9 that Mr. Hart when he took the stand the State is
10 not giving any consideration for his testimony.
11 I would categorize it as weve gone through
12 this process in the presentence investigation with
13 the defendant that he basically is taking a position
14 where he wants his soul to be clean.
15 And when he talked about Shane Kraly he
16 basically got to a point that although Mr. Hart
17 recognizes his own problems that what Mr. Kraly did
18 was even beyond what Mr. Hart would have done with
19 regard to the lewd and lascivious conduct.
20 Also though during the course of
21 Mr. Harts imprisonment or incarceration he also
22 came forward and spoke of another murder in which he
23 had suffocated his three-month child back in 2000 in
24 Toledo Oregon.
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1 that we presented obviously to defense counsel. We
2 filed it with the Court.
3 And as to my information at this time here
4 its my understanding that Toledo has not filed a
5 case against Mr. Hart at present. I think that
6 theyre waiting to see what the Court does in this
7 case and then they ultimately will make a decision
8 whether or not to prosecute him for the death of his
9 three-month old in 2000.
10 So that having been said obviously I dont
11 think even from a defense standpoint that theyre
12 going to make a request for probation. However the
13 Court does need to look at 19-2521 which provides if
14 the Court is obviously going to impose imprisonment
15 the categories or criteria to be used.
16 The defendant -- and these are very similar
17 in some respects to the Toohill criteria that the
18 Court has to look at with regard to the protection of
19 society rehabilitative potential of the defendant
20 the deterrents for the defendant and other people who
21 are similarly situated and retribution or punishment
22 of the crime.
23 But in subparagraph A of 19-2521 it says
24 that the Court needs to consider if there is undue
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1 or probation the defendant will commit another
2 crime. Or the defendant is in need of correctional
3 treatment that may be provided most effectively by
4 his commitment to an institution or a lesser
5 sentence will depreciate the seriousness of the
6 defendants crime or imprisonment will provide the
7 appropriate punishment and deterrent to the
8 defendant or imprisonment will provide an
9 appropriate deterrent for other persons in the
10 community or finally the defendant is a multiple
11 offender or professional criminal.
12 These are disjunctive in the use of the word
13 or. The Court could take a look at any one of
14 those and determine to incarcerate the defendant.
15 When you look at the facts of the Boundary
16 County case what is even more horrific about this
17 case is what happened after the actual murder. We
18 had Michael Rocha lying on the porch of Duke Huckabee
19 after he took a shot to his chest by a 50-caliber
20 muzzle loader.
21 Prior to that actual trigger being pulled
22 there were Michael Rocha and two or three other
23 individuals and the defendant were in Duke Huckabees
24 home and there was a discharge of this -- the muzzle
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1 intentional discharge it certainly put the fear in
2 Michael Rocha that he got up from the couch and he
3 went to the phone and he called 911 -- or excuse
4 me -- he didnt call 911 he called the sheriffs
5 dispatch.
6 And in that call he said that hes in Duke
7 Huckabees house and that he thinks his son-in-law--8
or excuse me -- his stepson is trying to kill him.
9 And then the phone goes dead at that point there.
10 Unfortunately -- and I dont think from a
11 timing standpoint it would have mattered -- but
12 initially the name Duke Huckabee was not heard by
13 the dispatcher who picked up the phone.
14 And from a timing standpoint even if law
15 enforcement knew it was Duke Huckabees at that point
16 there everything happened so quickly after that that
17 he would have been dead prior to law enforcement
18 getting there.
19 So what happened then is the defendant--20
and this -- the muzzle loader isnt a gun where you
21 have a bolt action you pull a bolt out and you put
22 it back in. Its not a lever action rifle where you
23 pull the lever down the shell ejects and a new shell
24 goes in and then when you pull the action lever up.
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1 to pull it back but before you do that you have to
2 physically insert the powder and the bullet. And he
3 did this. He had the time to go ahead and do this.
4 The call to come out by we dont know who
5 and then the story goes that Denver Hart is pushing
6 Michael Rocha out of the house with this gun thats
7 now been fully loaded. He gets him outside and then
8 he blows a hole into his chest.
9 After Michael Rocha dies at that point
10 there the other individuals that were in the house
11 scatter because they dont want to be part of this.
12 And the defendant talks about the process of taking
13 Michael Rochas body and dragging him through the
14 house.
15 And when he gets to the back yard of Duke
16 Huckabees there he assembles garbage and debris
17 that is in that area tires and other types of
18 things. And the body of Michael Rocha is placed on
19 pile and burned by the defendant.
20 And the reason why it took a little bit once
21 law enforcement had heard the tape and received some
22 information from the community and they get to that
23 location they see the burn pile. And one of the
24 officers recognizes some of the debris and there was
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1 And they went through a collective process
2 and they gathered all of the different bones and they
3 sent it down. And at least we got the DNA back that
4 it was human although we couldnt hook it up to
5 Michael Rocha.
6 And then ultimately additional information
7 was found that led to the identity of not only the
8 deceased but also who killed him.
9 So if this were an accident you would
10 think that an accidental discharge would lead to a
11 reasonable act of calling up law enforcement and just
12 saying that Michael Rocha has just been shot in an
13 accidental shooting we need an ambulance here right
14 away. I dont know if hes dead or if he is dead I
15 think hes dead something of that nature.
16 Not Michael Rocha calling and saying I think
17 that my stepson -- identifies him as his stepson--18
was trying to kill him. Having that clicked or
19 severed that phone conversation and then having no
20 communication but the actual dragging of his body
21 back to the house and ultimately on the burn pile is
22 a total disregard -- and you can use all the words
23 that we typically use in prosecution and defense in
24 hoards of this case it is a tragedy it is a
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1 disregard for the sanctity of life and what it means.
2 And then to have the other information which
3 was provided later with regard to what he had been
4 living with since 2000 when he had killed his
5 three-month old baby that you start to get a clear
6 picture of who this man is.
7 Now because of the timing of negotiations
8 in this case the State from Boundary County is
9 limited in what it can recommend. But what we do
10 have to bring to the Court that is different than
11 what ultimately may be recommended by the Kootenai
12 County prosecutors office and even by defense
13 counsel in the Boundary County case is that this
14 should be consecutive.
15 This is not a common scheme plan. This
16 isnt something that the cases are so interrelated
17 that you could have some type of nexus of time and
18 location and the type of crime itself. He needs to
19 be punished separately and he needs to serve the
20 time separately.
21 Because if you dont do that in this case
22 particularly that theres no deterrents for other
23 people in the community who may want to go out and
24 sexually abuse a child somewhere else and then
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1 Or that its a deterrent for other people
2 where they can see that you can kind of combine these
3 types of very gross and aggravated type of
4 circumstances. And it clearly sends a message to
5 those people who have a propensity for violence
6 they really need to think about what theyre doing
7 going forward because thats what we hope comes out
8 of these sentences is that the community can say
9 this is -- while it is tragic circumstances this
10 lets us know that the courts are not going to just
11 kind of blend these things together. That theyre
12 focused on the separate instances and that theyre
13 punished separately.
14 Although theyre being sentenced at the same
15 time they are actually punished separately. And so
16 were asking the Court to impose the 20 years with
17 10 years being fixed 10 years indeterminate
18 pursuant to our agreement Your Honor.
19 THE COURT Thank you.
20 Mr. Waldrup
21 MR. WALDRUP Thank you. Obviously Your
22 Honor or obviously what the Court has to decide
23 today is whether or not Mr. Hart is capable of being
24 rehabilitated.
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1 Your Honor I want to first start out by
2 pointing out the obvious that my case is completely
3 separate than the Boundary County case. And I think
4 theres a tendency to have a bar set when youve
5 heard a recommendation of 10 plus 10 from the State.
6 That I think its human nature for somebody
7 to hear that and think well thats maybe ballpark.
8 But I couldnt disagree with that more.
9 These are two completely separate cases and
10 I think where they do twist or where they twist
11 together is when you talk about protection of the
12 public and whether in a sentence that might normally
13 be handed down should be enhanced because of other
14 crimes.
15 Lady Justice is blind and shes blind for a
16 reason. Lady Justice is blind so you dont pick
17 sides and you dont -- Ill just leave it at that.
18 So when I make my recommendation its just on my
19 case.
20 I think it was Nelson Mandela who said that
21 there can be no keener revelation of societys soul
22 than the way that she treats its children.
23 And that rings true with me especially when
24 I deal with sex cases. And I prosecute a lot of
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1 is a really bad sex case. Its a really really bad
2 sex case.
3 Im in the unique position of hearing
4 argument for the defense already and I hear well
5 he is sober and you know he deserves rehabilitation
6 and that he just needs a chance. And I hear all of
7 those things but thats not what I see when I look
8 at whats in front of me.
9 I think its easy -- this is a really old
10 courtroom here and a really old building and theres
11 been a lot of people that have come in and out of
12 here. I mean I cant even imagine how many people
13 have sat in that chair over there as a defendant -- I
14 cant. But I question whether you could find a worse
15 person thats ever sat in that chair over there.
16 I question it I really really do. I have
17 got a gentleman who sits over there with a 30-year
18 criminal history. His first charge was -- first
19 felony was in 1987. Hes been in the system forever.
20 And it makes absolute sense to me why he
21 would confess to everything because thats what cons
22 do. When you get caught you know your only way out
23 is to disclose.
24 Thats what you learn in prison thats what
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1 decades of being involved in the criminal justice
2 system. We have got grand theft grand theft
3 burglary fraud felon in possession of a firearm.
4 All of those things in his prior history.
5 Prior to coming here prior to a murder
6 charge prior to a sexual molestation of two years
7 over an eighth grader hes had shots at
8 rehabilitation. And what I have is a man -- hes
9 doing this and hes saying all this -- itsself-10
preservation and it makes absolute sense. And I
11 dont begrudge him for it but I think the reason
12 that were seeing all this cooperation is because
13 hes in a bind.
14 Judge you have a tremendous opportunity up
15 there. I cant imagine what it would be like to be a
16 judge and sit up there and pass judgment on people.
17 I think most days would be terrible when youre
18 talking about sending people to prison and locking
19 somebody up and putting them in a cage. I just think
20 it would be very difficult.
21 But I think it would be easy here. And I
22 think you have a wonderful opportunity to protect the
23 public.
24 The Supreme Court has handed us down
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1 been around for a while. And we talk about the
2 factors. And Im sure Ms. Taylor will address some
3 of them more. And like the defense does it
4 typically hinges on rehabilitation because thats
5 really kind of the only defense factor that you have.
6 But the one -- the one that the Court says
7 that you have to judge put above all of them is
8 protection of the public. And then the others where
9 you can really be in any order.
10 Im not sure if he will be deterred from
11 this. What I do know is I have a man whos capable
12 of killing people at least two. I know a man who is
13 capable of molesting an eight-year old little girl a
14 man who is -- this wasnt an accident this child
15 molestation -- this is grooming behavior
16 extraordinaire. Move in with the mom puts pressure
17 on her and then starts to move in on the little
18 girl.
19 And shes autistic so shes an easy target
20 because if shes going to say anything then you kind
21 of have an out. And when the police first approached
22 them -- they got a call really kind of ashelter-23
type issue here.
24 And they show up and its just filthy
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1 floor. And theyre angry and theyre yelling at the
2 police and theyre blaming the police.
3 And they do a health and welfare referral.
4 And this 13-year old little girl finally tells the
5 health and welfare worker whats going on just a
6 sliver. And they confront him about it and he lies.
7 And he continues to lie over and over and over again.
8 They do a pretext call he lies on that.
9 But what we do know is that they start to
10 forensically interview her and they get her out of
11 that terror house and she starts to disclose a 1
12 ittle bit more. Sex at least 20 times he moved
13 in with her because the mom was too much of a
14 problem.
15 This eighth grader talks about being broken
16 in sexually. Talks about how they would push
17 dressers in front of the drawer -- in front of the
18 door -- thats what he would do put dressers in
19 front of the door so they wouldnt get caught when
20 hes having sex with this eighth grader this 13-year
21 old little girl.
22 When he was using cucumbers and bananas in
23 her vagina because thats what he was doing. And
24 its uncomfortable to talk about in here because its
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1 its that bad.
2 And then he sets up a facebook account he
3 does and puts stuff on it to defame here to
4 disclose whats been going on.
5 So we talk about rehabilitation and how
6 hes sorry. I dont buy it for a minute.
7 This is a man that needs every minute of
8 fixed life and thats what Im recommending a fixed
9 life sentence.
10 The state legislature has clearly put that
11 in your discretion. Thats what you get for L and L
12 our maximum charge. And it should probably go to the
13 worst offenders. And now Im not going to talk about
14 proportionality because this isnt a capital case
15 and really thats when you only get into
16 proportionality.
17 But what I have here is you know somebody
18 who traffics in human misery. Thats what he does.
19 And I understand that hes getting the
20 recommendations 10 years fixed on the murder charge.
21 But I think when you look at his criminal history it
22 should be significantly more than what somebody gets
23 for trafficking cocaine. Thats the mandatory
24 minimum on 400 grams of cocaine is 10 years.
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1 cocaine. Hes the boogie man hes the real deal.
2 And this is a wonderful opportunity for the Court to
3 protect the public. We talk about deterrents. Like
4 I said I dont think hes probably going to be
5 deterred. I think that Mr. Hart cares about one
6 person and its Mr. Hart.
7 His criminal history bears that out. And
8 all these latent disclosures are because hes
9 looking at potentially future life sentences and
10 thats the only thing youve got. I think it was the
11 Bob Dylan song when you aint got nothing you aint
12 got nothing to lose right.
13 And so he is in here and hes disclosing all
14 of these things and were going to get reports that
15 say he can be rehabilitated. But I think what the
16 Court has to ask itself Your Honor is would you
17 ever find him comfortable in society again.
18 Because really thats what youre doing when
19 you dont give a fixed life sentence. Youre saying
20 I am okay and I trust the Department of Corrections
21 to rehabilitate this man enough that maybe he might
22 get out.
23 And I submit to the Court that the Court
24 should not do that. I think that if you talk to the
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1 admits to two murders and essentially molesting an
2 eighth grader for years with significant sex acts and
3 grooming behavior gets 20 and life you would find
4 people shocked absolutely shocked by it.
5 And he didnt cooperate in this case. We
6 had to have multiple forensic interviews with this
7 little girl this autistic eighth grader that he was
8 breaking in -- thats what she kept talking about
9 and how he would put his dick in her pussy. Thats
10 the language of an eighth grader using to describe
11 what he did to her.
12 Bananas cucumbers horrific acts. And Im
13 all for giving people a shot. But Mr. Hart has had
14 three decades of having a shot -- three decades of
15 it -- and nothing is going to change. Absolutely
16 nothing is going to change with him. This is a man
17 who needs to go and he needs to go forever.
18 And if he can rehabilitate he can get in
19 perhaps a better custody status because thats the
20 reality of it. And if he cant behave then he has
21 to go to max. But if he can then he ends up
22 probably in Orofino.
23 But what you do know Judge -- and when I
24 talk about that opportunity that you have Your
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1 community from a man whos been terrorizing it for 30
2 years.
3 And you have the opportunity to tell the
4 victim in this case I cant take back what hes
5 done to you but I can make sure it never happens to
6 anybody again. And thats what you get by giving a
7 fixed life license absolutely what you get by giving
8 a fixed life sentence.
9 And so with that Your Honor I know youre
10 prepared I know youve read all of this and I know
11 Im not saying anything that you havent seen. And
12 rarely do I come in and ask for fixed life sentences.
13 But rarely do I run into somebody that is so bad I
14 mean absolutely bad and has created just devastation
15 wherever hes been.
16 So again Your Honor the State -- or the
17 State in the Kootenai County case is going to
18 recommend a fixed life sentence. Thank you.
19 THE COURT Thank you.
20 Ms. Taylor
21 MS. TAYLOR Thank you.
22 Your Honor not too surprisingly I disagree
23 with Mr. Whitaker on that.
24 When I look at Denvers criminal history he
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1 The Boundary County case that was my dad.
2 He was my only dad even though hes my step-dad. I
3 didnt want to kill him. I didnt do it on purpose.
4 I wouldnt kill anybody on purpose.
5 I feel really bad and truly sorry about
6 everything. I just -- thats all I have got to say.
7 THE COURT Thank you.
8 When I sentence on a case like this I pull
9 up just the factors the Court is supposed to
10 consider. And thats kind of what I have in front of
11 me to remind me.
12 Mr. Hart this is -- these are very very
13 difficult cases for everyone involved.
14 I guess -- I listened to Mr. Whitaker -- and
15 I really had to wrestle with whether I should impose
16 a fixed life sentence.
17 Mr. Hart you have to recognize that you are
18 responsible for the death of two human beings and I
19 dont think you fully realize the kind of damage that
20 you have done to Ms. Cove. She was a very young
21 girl -- and what she went through -- and very
22 vulnerable girl. And shes going to have to deal
23 with that for the rest of her life.
24 The attorneys talked a lot about what a
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1 think everyone agreed the number one goal here is
2 protection of society. Because youve led a life
3 where you have been addicted I think as long as you
4 can remember to alcohol and controlled substances
5 and havent exercised any kind of good judgment. And
6 you have put a number of people at risk. And somehow
7 this escalated in the last few years.
8 And reading this Im not sentencing you on
9 what happened in Oregon I think in 2000 but that
10 was certainly something that perhaps youve talked
11 about and never dealt with. And so you just
12 continued to use drugs and be drugged up.
13 And what happened with your stepfather Im
14 not -- I dont know that I would -- how intentional
15 it was -- absolutely reckless disregard. I mean you
16 cant -- I cant get past the fact that you had that
17 black powder muzzle loader gun and that it was
18 loaded two times and that this man called -- tried to
19 call for help and then ended up being shot in the
20 chest.
21 And then you did burn his body and try to
22 hide -- I know you were sending texts -- but you also
23 tried to hide the gun.
24 Certainly never as Mr. Hull said didnt
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1 responsibility until you were trapped. And I
2 recognize too that this was eating at you. You have
3 shown some conscience about all these things and that
4 these things have -- you have wanted to clear your
5 conscience for what youve done while you have been
6 in custody.
7 But youre not a person that the Court feels
8 very safe having out in the community. I also agree
9 that since youve had this time to be clean you do
10 seem that you are a somewhat different person than
11 when we first saw you.
12 I recognize that you have not put anyone
13 through a trial. This young lady didnt have to
14 testify in a trial its a very difficult thing.
15 You have accepted some responsibility youve been
16 clearing your conscience for things I think that
17 have been destroying your soul.
18 But these cases there are two victims that
19 do deserve for the Court to recognize as counsel
20 said each victim separately. And I think concurrent
21 sentences dont do that. These crimes were not
22 connected in any way.
23 Certainly I look at factors and certainly
24 people were harmed and lives were taken a young
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1 Theres no justification for any of this
2 conduct no way to compensate these victims.
3 You do have a significant criminal history.
4 I am afraid that if you were out in the community and
5 had access to drugs and to not being monitored that
6 crimes could occur again.
7 So what I think is an appropriate sentence
8 in each of these cases is 10 years fixed and then
9 10 years to life. So rather than a fixed life I am
10 going to impose a minimum of 10 years a maximum of
11 life in each case and I am going to run those
12 sentences concurrent which that means you will have
13 to serve a minimum of 20 years before you would be
14 eligible for a parole.
15 MR. HULL Your Honor you had just said
16 that you were going to run them concurrent.
17 THE COURT Oh Im sorry I misspoke.
18 Im running each -- the cases are
19 consecutive as I said. What I believe is these
20 cases are very different and each victim and each
21 case needs to be adjudged separately. And Im not
22 willing for them to be concurrent.
23 So 10 years to life in each case and
24 theyll run consecutively.
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